Use of the surface plasmon resonance technique for specific detection of single
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Introduction

Analytical characteristics of SPR nanoscopy
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Here we present a novel label-free analytical method for
specific detection of single biological nano-objects. Modified
SPRi technique (SPR nanoscopy) allows visualization of nanoobject binding in the real-time. SPRi is also useful for
determination of low nano-particle concentrations in aqueous
solutions.
The method is based on the detection of single particles bound
to the functionalized sensor surface. Functionalization could be
performed with target-specific antibodies to detect biological
nano-particles.
This method offers a broad range of biomedical applications,
especially in the research field of interface processes (movement
of nano-particles onto re-constracted bi-lipid membranes; fusion
of biological nano-particles with lipid membranes; etc.)
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Results of the current study
SPR nanoscopy is applicable for
analysis of samples containing
serum.
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SPR nanoscopy specificaly
detects the binding of bionanoparticles to sensor surface
(antibody against ovalbumin
(OVA) and HIV virus-like
particles were used).
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Classical SPR
The signal appears as a result of the
shift of the resonance curve (after formation of
the biomolecule layer onto sensor
surface)

SPR nanoscopy

Before
analysis

It is possible to visualize a signal because the
appearance of concentric plasmon waves
surrounding bound particle.

Analysis of the
sequence of
recorded images

SPR nanoscopy needs the
development of new software
for data analysis. Our
colleagues from TU Dortmund
already created a program,
which successfuly analyses
images of 200nm particles.

Outlook
To develop a sensor for the simultaneous detection of different biological
nano-particles in one probe (“array format”).


 To re-constract bi-lipid membrane onto sensor surface for further
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investigation of the fusion of biological nano-particles with re-constracted
membrane. This issue is especially important for the biology of extracellular
vesicles and drug-delivery particles.
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